
 

      

 

 

 

    

 

From the Regional Couple 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Dear Friends in Teams, 
 
As we are nearing the end of May as we write this, we thought that we could 
not let the opportunity pass without mentioning Our Lady.  Our Lady is       
always close to us in the way she lived her life.  There were many extraordi-
nary moments such as The Annunciation, the Nativity and Crucifixion of our 
Lord, and the Assumption.  Yet most of Our Lady’s days were ordinary days 
full of normal everyday duties such as make up the lives of most of us. 
 
We can’t forget that Mary spent nearly every day of her life just like millions 
of other women who look after their family, bring up their children, doing  
daily work, looking after those closest to us, visits from friends and relatives. 
What a blessed ordinariness, that can be so full of love of God. 
 
It can be helpful to reflect on the fact that when God became man, He spent 
thirty of his thirty-three years on this earth engaged in ordinary everyday work 
and family life. These years are part of the work of salvation which Jesus came 
to accomplish. 
 
In recent years the Church has repeatedly reminded all the baptised of the 
wonderful truth that we are all called to holiness. As the Holy Father said: 
 
“The Lord asks everything of us and in return he offers us true life, the        
happiness for which we were created.  He wants us to be saints and not settle 
for a bland or mediocre existence.... We are all called to be holy by living our 
lives with love and by bearing witness in everything we do, wherever we find 
ourselves” 
 
The RC weekend this year will be held in Galway, further details in this  
Newsletter. Also, could we remind all outgoing RCs to forward on the new 
RCs to Joe and Áine Clayton and they can update the Register.  
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Many thanks to Tony and Noreen Lawlor who have kindly offered to take on the role of maintaining the 
website. 
 
In recent years the Church has repeatedly reminded all the baptised of the wonderful truth that we are all 
called to holiness. As the Holy Father said: 
 
“The Lord asks everything of us and in return he offers us true life, the happiness for which we were      
created.  He wants us to be saints and not settle for a bland or mediocre existence.... We are all called to be 
holy by living our lives with love and by bearing witness in everything we do, wherever we find ourselves” 
 
The RC weekend this year will be held in Galway, further details in this Newsletter. Also, could we remind 
all outgoing RCs to forward on the new RCs to Joe and Áine Clayton and they can update the Register.    
We are very grateful to Stephen Condell for all his assistance with designing and maintaining the website 
over the years and wish to offer him our sincere thanks as we know he is very busy with his own work.     
 
Regarding our expansion plans we are still looking for volunteers so if you think this is something you 
could help with, please let us know.  
 
As the days begin to get longer and the temperature starts to climb, enjoy your relaxing summer evenings 
on the patio, taking weekend trips with the family, garden BBQs and many more exciting days. 
 
 
God Bless 
 
Jim and Elaine 
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          From the Regional Chaplain, Fr. Peter Sexton 

 

Taizé – a parable of community 

 

Recently I spent a week in Taizé with a group of students from Trinity College, where I am chaplain.  I 

have been going there for over 30 years.  In the early 1980s I took a group of 17-year-old students from 

Belvedere.  In the group was a boy whose older sister had recently been in a major car crash and was 

gravely ill in a coma. The story doesn’t have a happy ending, as the girl died some time afterwards.  At the 

time of our pilgrimage her brother was being macho about the situation and pretending he could handle it – 

no problem. 

   One evening we met Brother Roger, the founder of Taizé, and I recall saying to him that one of our stu-

dents had a sister who was gravely ill.  I did not indicate which one, yet Br. Roger went instinctively to-

wards the boy in question, his face creased in agonized compassion, and he wrapped the boy in his arms.  

John (not his real name) simply dissolved in a torrent of tears, letting all his pain out, in a blind awareness 

that it was safe to grieve in the arms of this man of God.  The rest of us were transfixed.  It was a moment 

of great grace which somehow captured the essence of Taizé. 

   Taizé is a tiny village in the Burgundy region of France, not far from the town of Cluny.  It has become 

famous for its music and style of praying, and for its atmosphere of welcome.  Groups of young people 

come from all over the world at different times of the year. 

The Taizé Community is made up of nearly a hundred brothers, Catholic and Protestant, who come from 

roughly thirty nations.  It is an ecumenical community, and according to its website, it is a ‘parable of com-

munity’ that wants its life to be a sign of reconciliation between divided Christians and between all peoples 

alienated from one another. 

   It began with Br. Roger Schutz, the son of a Swiss Lutheran pastor, who was eager to bring together a 

few like-minded brothers in the Reformed tradition to live a life of prayer and reconciliation.  He came to 

Taizé during the Second World War and decided this was the place to settle.  He cared for and hid refugees 

and Jews in the early days until he had to flee to Switzerland as the Gestapo were on to him. 

    After the war he returned with a few brothers and they began to live a common life of simplicity and 

prayer.  The community grew in numbers and reputation, and young people started to come to spend some 

days with them.   Br. Roger was invited to be an observer at the Second Vatican Council, and he became 

known to many influential figures in the Church.  Here he met Pope John XXIII who had a profound effect 

on him.  Some Catholics began to join the community.   

   Early on they were fortunate to come into contact with Jacques Berthier, organist in the Jesuit church of 

St Ignace in Paris.  Berthier became the composer of many of the now famous Taizé chants – the style was 

taking a simple line of Scripture or prayer and setting it to a tuneful and easy-to-learn melody.  Since then 
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the brothers have composed many more chants. 

   As the numbers visiting Taizé began to increase, the Community adopted a flexible notion of extending 

their church building – they simply demolished the walls and added provisional extensions!  Those who go 

there for a week stay in tents or dormitories, and one of the ‘miracles’ of the place is the way in which up 

to 5,000 people can be fed three times a day, with simple but adequate food. 

   Groups usually stay for a week.  The rhythm of the day is set by three prayer services, each lasting 

between 30-45 minutes of song, prayer, scripture and silence.  It is a regular monastic rhythm.  There are 

no employees, so the distribution of the food and the general running of the place is done by the ‘pilgrims’, 

helped by long-term volunteers under the Brothers’ supervision.  The Sisters of St. Andrew have a ministry 

in Taizé, welcoming and accompanying many girls and young women in their search for meaning and for 

God.  Each day everybody queues outdoors for a simple breakfast, lunch and evening meal.  After the 

evening prayer the young people gather to sing and dance and enjoy each other’s company before the day 

ends. 

   In all the years I have been going with groups of students and fellow staff members I don’t think I can 

recall a single person that has been disappointed with the experience – on the contrary the sustained 

enthusiasm has been quite remarkable. 

   Pope John’s observation is often quoted: ‘Ah Taizé, that little springtime of the Church!’ The students 

talk about the atmosphere of the place – warm, friendly, relaxed, where they feel at home and at ease.  That 

atmosphere has everything to do with Christ Risen, and many indeed have said that a sense of the 

Resurrection pervades Taizé – the joy and peace and the atmosphere of trust. 

   Br. Roger used to say ‘Christ is united to each human being without exception.’  To meet him was to 

experience the reality of that observation.  And Brother Alois, his successor, echoes that same refrain.  The 

experience of Taizé, especially for young people (but also for many older people who go too) is often a 

first step on their journey of finding themselves, and in finding God in their lives.  The experience is light, 

not heavy.  Jean Vanier, the late founder of L’Arche, used to say: ‘Jesus never imposes himself on anyone 

– he invites’. Young people respond to that invitation in Taizé. It’s quite a place! 

 

Scripture suggestions: 

June:   Ephesians 3, 14-21 

July:   Matthew 6, 25-34 

August:  Mark 8, 22 - 10, 52 (omit 10, 1-12) 
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ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

  

  

As you know we are encouraged to give, where possible, one day’s pay or whatever you 

can afford.   

Contributions are normally collected at the June assessment meeting and can be forwarded 

to your Sector Couple or directly to ourselves at: 

  

19 Rockhill Avenue, Salthill, Galway.  (091 528409) 

  

If you wish to pay directly to the Teams Bank Account, the details are: 

  

 IBAN:    IE94 AIBK 9334 5710 2411 80   

  

 BIC:     AIBKIE2D   

  

 BRANCH ADDRESS:  9 Terenure Rd., Rathgar, Dublin 6.      

 

Please include narrative identifying yourself and your team. 

Please do not send cash in the post. 

  

God bless, 

Billy and Ann Hyland 
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Responsible Couples’ Weekend 

 

Saturday 5th October and Sunday 6th October 

Croí Nua, Rosary Lane, Taylor’s Hill, Galway  

 

 

Saturday 5th October 

Registration:  10.00am – 10.30am 

 
The Saturday sessions will run in the morning and afternoon, beginning at 10.30am. A light Lunch and the 

Team Meeting / Dinner will be provided by various host families.  

 

Sunday 6th October 

The Sunday session will begin at 9.30 and will conclude with Mass, followed by lunch 

We are delighted to welcome Fr. Charlie Sweeney as keynote speaker. 

Cost per person for the weekend is €60 (Chaplains Free) 

 

If travelling by train please let us know and we will try to arrange a pick-up from the train or else there are 

taxis available adjacent to the train station 

We hope to provide some accommodation in various homes but it will not be possible to accommodate all 

attendees: 

 

 

Bookings should be made by 22nd September 

 

 

Booking to and information from: 

 

Marguerite & Stephen O’Neill 
Heath Lodge, 

Circular Road, 
Galway 

 
Phone: 091-527 477 

Mobile: 087-834 9711 
Email: sjp.oneill@yahoo.ie 

 
(A list of local Bed & Breakfasts is available on request) 
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Interview 

 

Our international interviews with members of Teams in other countries continue in this issue with Ivana 

and Pierluigi, a couple who live in Assisi, Italy, and who have kindly accepted to answer our questions in 

order for us to know how Teams is and works in Italy.  

 

Hello Ivana and Pierluigi, how long have you been in Teams, and how did you get to know the 

movement?  

Hello! I, Pierluigi, am 54 and Ivana is 53. We have been married for twenty-four years and live in Bastia 

Umbra, six kilometres from Assisi. We have three children, aged 22, 17 and 16. We have always been 

involved in the pastoral care of our diocese of Assisi, Nocera Umbra and Gualdo Tadino. We have been in 

Teams for 17 years; we learned about the END (Equipes de Notre Dame) movement through a couple of 

friends, who together with us were engaged in the pre-marriage courses. 

How are your meetings structured?  

The meetings of our team are on a monthly basis, we meet on Sunday afternoon from 5.30 pm to 10.30 pm; 

over time our small group has undergone changes due to the succession of the priest and some couples that 

for various reasons (family and personal) have left the movement. 

We await our monthly meeting with joy; the role of spiritual counselor and couples is equal, we share 

together all the various moments that the method offers us: the initial prayer (we recite vespers together and 

share prayer intentions), the study topic - that is chosen at the beginning of the year together, according to 

the needs of everyone and trying to unite the biblical-theological, psychological and experiential aspect-, 

the sharing during the dinner. 

Can you tell us more about your experience in Teams? 

The Teams of Our Lady is a journey of conjugal spirituality; participating in it regularly has allowed us, as 

Father Caffarel says, to "seek God as a couple", to understand and live our vocation to be married in Christ, 

to grow in our relationship, to welcome each other in our diversity, to forgive ourselves, to take care of the 

fragility we encounter on our journey of self-discovery. 

As a couple and a team, how has being part of END impacted on your daily lives?  

In the life of our team, the moments of change (not always painless) with the arrival of a new priest and 

some new couples have always been a reason for growth and enrichment. Being able to not close ourselves 

up was a positive aspect in the history of our team; ; committing ourselves to cultivate relationships, to 

accept without judging , to share our most intimate experiences and re-read our experiences   
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in the light of the Gospel allowed us to feel that we are part of a whole, part of the Mystical Body of Christ. 

We know that every time we take time, as the Gospel passage invites us to "Come aside," we all gain great 

benefit in terms of dialogue, listening, caring, and we are better able to understand how much the Grace of 

the Sacrament operates despite our resistance. We have learned to pray together, to do the "sit down". We 

feel close to each other, we made a WhatsApp group, but we don't always manage to get together between 

meetings because we have various commitments in the parish. 

How is your own team connected to your Sector team and the other teams in the sector/region? And to 

the wider movement? 

Our responsible couple for the team changes every year, so that all the couples in the team can experience 

this service with more attention and care; the responsible couple keeps in touch with the liaison couple 

from the sector team and acts as a link with the responsible couple of the regional team. 

What communal events do you share during the year with the other sector/regional teams?  

The "San Francesco" sector is composed of sixteen teams. There are many young couples who ask to join 

Teams. The events organized throughout the year are: the mass at the beginning of the year, the meeting 

between the teams’ responsible couples and the sector couples, the two-day retreat, the Christmas mass, the 

Sector team 2-day meeting and the end-of-year revision. 

The movement also provides a spring session, a summer session and a national meeting; these very intense 

moments are not always fully exploited. We believe that the sector team have the very relevant function to 

act as a link to invite, foster and promote communication and fraternal relations among teams. To facilitate 

participation, we guarantee babysitting for children. 

What is the response to Teams in Italy? How do you invite people to take part in existing and new 

teams?  

As we said, we are a growing sector: the new teams are formed through word of mouth, the invitation of a 

priest, the sector couple for expansion who organizes the Zero meeting; we think it is also important to 

make this reality, Teams, known to seminarians and fiancées who want a Christian marriage (so those who 

take part in a pre-marriage course). 

Any other input you want to share with us… 

The document of the International Responsible Team, ‘Vocation and Mission at the Dawn of theThird 

Millennium’ (2018), is very interesting: it invites the whole movement to confront itself with a changing 

world and to be a missionary to: "find new ways to show especially to young people that being a couple 

and a family does not mean closure but, rather the contrary, it brings to inner freedom and openness, a path 

to happiness and a journey towards God". ". We are excited by this reflection because we feel that by living   

            Contd. p.16 
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Dublin and Meath Teams Summer Outing 

 
 

The Dublin and Meath Sector team are happy to announce the date and venue for the 
summer outing.  

 

   Date:  Sunday 1st September 

 

   Place:  Ardgillan Castle 

 

Time: 1pm, gathering on the green in front of the castle (looking at the  seaside) 

 

Picnic area, gardens, grounds, playground and car park: free access. There's also a lovely 
walk in the woods and a path to the seaside! 

 

Possibility to visit the castle with a guided tour for those who are interested. Tickets for 
individuals €6.50, families (2 adults and 2 kids under 12) €13, groups over 10 people €5 
each. A guided tour for our group can be reserved at 3pm. Please let us know if you are 
interested in joining in! 

 

Tearoom available to restore us, have a chat... and as a safe haven in case of rain!  

 

Feel free to contact Ilaria (089 2431725) or Anne (086 0695906) for more info about this 
outing or to express your interest and/or book a place for the  guided tour of the castle. 

 

We look forward to meeting you there!  

 

The Dublin and Meath Sector Team 
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YTOL is coming to Ireland 

One of the many good things that Teams of Our Lady (TOL) brought us was Youth Teams of Our Lady 

(YTOL), a catholic movement with the same structure as TOL  but with a different audience. The 

formation of youth teams was an idea that couples responsible for TOL have had for some years. Already 

during TOL’s International Meeting in Rome, in 1970, it was intended to be launched, but only in 1976 it 

was possible to accomplish.    During the preparation of another TOL International Meeting, Christine 

d’Ammonville, daughter of the French International responsible couple, Thierry Rosset and some others 

suggested and arranged a meeting for the children of couples participating in the TOL encounter. These 

young people who regularly attended the meetings of parents since childhood decided it was time to have 

a specific condition for development of their own religiosity, with more appropriate standards to the young 

singles.  Now, YTOL is present around the world in Portugal, Spain, Costa Rica, USA, Canada, Syria, 

Lebanon, Angola and Brazil and everyone has a meeting with their team once a month. We believe that the 

fact that we are filling in a gap in spiritual movements for young people is what makes YTOL 

successful.  Furthermore, the fact that it starts by being a small commitment of only one meeting per month 

influences people to try it. For new starters, the monthly meeting is enough, for others, the national 

meeting, prayer nights, pilgrimages and formation weekends are the perfect addition to their monthly 

meeting, which makes YTOL the answer to young people's needs.   Just like TOL, in YTOL meetings there 

is a time for prayer, for discussion of important matters of the catholic church, and a time for sharing.  And 

just like that, a group of young people, accompanied by a couple and a priest, grow together in their faith 

and in their life. A team, made of people that start by being strangers, grow to become friends and end up 

feeling like a family in Christ, which is the essence of our movements.  One of YTOL’s constant missions 

is to expand our movement and that is the reason for this article. We want to establish contacts and find out 

who could be interested in taking on this project with us. Right now, what we want to do is open one team. 

As soon as we have a couple and a priest, the foundation, we will be able to get the young people and open 

a team. After opening one team, the process repeats itself and that is how we're hoping to expand. If you’re 

interested or you know someone who would like to join please don’t hesitate and contact us.  YTOL wants 

to know you and wants you to be part of it. We need couples, we need priests, we need young people, we 

need families and lots of prayers. We want you to know and spread the joy of YTOL I am sure it will be a 

great happiness to Our Lady to see her movements grow and bring people together!  

Contact us at:    Head of Expansion in the UK, Matilde Onvalot:  mbonvalot12@gmail.com    

Head of Expansion Worldwide, Tomás Virtuoso:  tomasvirtuoso.pt@gmail.com   

International Couple,  

Patricia and Pedro Rodrigues-Madeira 

patriciacfmr@gmail.com  pedrocfmadeirarodrigues@gmail.com   
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Around the Region 

 

Dublin 

Hospitality 
 
Hospitality is one of the fundamental characteristics of Teams of Our Lady. We practice it every month 

when, in turn, we invite the other couples in our team to share a meal at our table. We are also assured of 

a warm welcome whenever we call to team members.   

The Charter invites us to broaden this hospitality and “to greet and warmly welcome couples from other 

teams whenever the opportunity occurs”……. 

There is however an even wider dimension to our vocation as Christian couples to practice hospitality…….  

“Life in the Teams”, Post-piloting literature, Teams of Our Lady 

 

Referring to this wider dimension, and later in the same document, Pope St. Paul VI (in an address to a 

Teams of Our Lady pilgrimage to Rome, May 1970) had this to say about hospitality:  

“We wish this morning to draw your attention to hospitality which is an outstanding form of the apostolate 

of the home…..“ 

We, in Team 37, had the great honour of extending a welcome to a number of visitors to some of our team 

meetings over the last few months. 

Our first visitor was Fr. Sami – a Syrian priest who is very involved in Teams of Our Lady in Aleppo. What 

a pleasure it was to have him at one of our meetings. On the same evening, we also welcomed a couple to 

our meeting on a “come and see” basis! They were coming to see what happens at a Teams meeting. They 

had heard about Teams from their local priest and were keen to learn more. At the following meeting, we 

were delighted to welcome our Sector Team Liaison Couple. 

Reflecting on these visits reminded us of an extract from the writings of Jean Vanier (founder of L’Arche, 

co-founder of Faith and Light and recently deceased), in which he was writing about some of the 

characteristics of communities and how our gifts contribute to the growth of communities. One of the gifts 

which he mentioned was the gift of welcoming and the ability to create an atmosphere which brings joy 

and relaxation. 

Given that hospitality is one of the fundamental characteristics of Equipes Notre-Dame, it made us wonder 

is there more that we should all be doing as individuals, as couples, as Teams, as a Movement, to foster 

hospitality?   

 

Contd. P.14 
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Some members of team 2 in 1989: David Orr, Frank Clinton, Mary Orr, Bernadette Blayney, Pat Clinton, 

John Blayney (decd), Colette Ellison, Paddy Donaghy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Members of the College of Teams which met at All Hallows in the Summer of 1995. Included are John and Elaine 
Cogavin, who were Regional Couple and host Couple for the College. Also included are Gerard and Marie Christine 
de Roberty, Leading couple, and Tom and Maureen Hoban from Great Britain, who were the English-speaking 
couple on the Leading Team 
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Archbishop Diarmuid Martin addressed the Teams at the conclusion of the Dublin Sector Retreat in 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deceased members of teams were remembered at the Super-Regional Gathering at Dublin in 2014 
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This May we set about reviving the practice of Mixed Teams Meetings in the Sector. Teams were paired, 

as far as possible, on a geographical basis. The proposal was that each team could opt to dedicate their May 

meeting to offering and receiving hospitality by sending a guest and receiving a guest! In this way each 

Team had the opportunity to experience in a simple way, the mutual sharing of their unique richness. We 

hope to review this initiative in the Autumn and refine it accordingly. 

New Team – Dublin Sector 

We have the great pleasure of letting everyone know that we currently have a new team in the Dublin 

Sector being piloted at the moment. 

There are five couples in the team and, so far, have had two meetings, with the third scheduled for a few 

weeks’ time. 

We would ask you all to remember each of the five couples in your prayers and also to pray that God will 

soon send us a chaplain! 

Brian and Una Moore 

Belfast 

Fr Gerry Cassidy CSsR,, who was the Teams Regional Chaplain for a substantial period, has moved from 

being the parish priest of St. Gerard’s Parish to Clonard Monastery, both of which are in Belfast.  We wish 

him well in his new apostolate.  Of course, we are delighted to report that he is still the chaplain to Belfast 

1, which has now been in existence for nearly 40 years.  During this period he has remained as the 

chaplain. 

Jim and Lynn Jordan (Belfast 2) are keeping fairly well, though they both get dialysis three or four times a 

week. Lynn has got a pacemaker which seems to be working well. We hope and pray that this will 

continue. 

At present we are in the early stages of planning our Annual retreat.   

News has just reached us that Bernadette Blayney is making a visit to Belfast 2.  John and Bernadette 

piloted this team around 39 years ago.  Belfast is a very different place from where John and Bernadette 

frequently stayed during their visits to Teams in Belfast.  In common with many others they used every 

effort to develop Teams in the North and indeed throughout Ireland.  

 

Moyra and Brendan 

 

Mullingar   

We were delighted to welcome the Dublin sector couple Rosemarie and Brendan Gavin to Mullingar 

Cathedral for the Chrism Mass; we enjoyed a cup of tea together in the parish community centre along with 

all who travelled from the Diocese of Meath. 
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We wish Fr. Paul Crosbie all the best is his new appointment as parish priest of Trim. 

Fr. Paul served as Diocesan Secretary to Bishop Smith, as Administrator of the Cathedral and Chaplain to 

Team 4. 

Reminder:  

The Mullingar Sector Annual Retreat will take place in the La Verna Centre, Ballinderry, Mullingar 

on Sunday the 29th September 2019, and will be facilitated by Fr. Thaddeus Doyle; further details will be 

available on the website.  

We remember in prayer our Team members who are ill and recovering from illness and all those who have 

asked us to pray for them.  

Wishing all a happy and peaceful summer. 

Team 6 

 
Galway 

The summer picnic is being planned for 23rd June.  This has always proved to be a successful and enjoyable 

Team occasion.  There will be Mass in Gort Parish Church, Co. Galway at 12 noon.  Last year the parish 

priest Fr. Tommy Marnon made us very welcome.  This will be followed by a picnic in Coole Park, Co. 

Galway.  This is a beautiful venue with rare cultural and historical connections. 

Reminder to Galway Team Couples that Galway has been chosen for the Responsible Couples weekend on 

5th and 6th October 2019.  The planning for this special event is underway. 

John McCarrick (husband of the late Helen) has a heavy involvement in family matters.  Rory John 

(grandson) was born on 29th March. Ross O’Connor (grandson) was born on 20th April.  In addition John’s 

granddaughter Helen McCarrick made her First Holy Communion in May 2019.  Our best wishes to John 

and his family. 

Christenings: Laura, the new granddaughter of Anne and Peter Costello was christened in May 2019. A 

few weeks later in May, Cian, a new grandson of Anne and Peter was also christened. Peter, new grandson 

of Anne and Jack Hutchinson was christened in St. Agnes Church, Dublin on 26th May. 

All these events involved lovely family gatherings. 

We would continue to ask for prayers for Eddie Lloyd who is still ill in hospital.  Eddie and his late wife 

Emmie were very active with Teams in Galway. 

 

Jack and Anne Hutchinson 
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Contd from p.8 

in the team and in the movement, the permanent Grace that God gives us in our daily lives is made alive 

and active in our couples so as to enable us to love each other tenderly and sanctify ourselves mutually. 

And we are looking forward to meeting with you!  

Note: Team 36 from Rathmines will go to Assisi for their annual spiritual retreat in June 2019; there, for 

the first time, they will also meet Ivana & Pierluigi and their team who, on learning about our visit, have 

kindly – besides other things – offered to host the whole team! 

Ilaria Furlan and Pierpaolo Dondio,  

Dublin Sector Team 

 

 

********************************************** 

 

Prayer Intentions  

  

For those who have died: 

 

Patricia Martin, sister of Martin Shaw, Mullingar 

 

For those who are ill:  

 

Eddie Lloyd, Galway 

 

*********************************************** 

 

 

 

 

We would like to receive inputs for the next Newsletter by  Saturday 31st August. 

 

 

 

Newsletter editors:   Paddy and Jacinta Quigley  jacintapaddy@eircom.net                              
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